
FCDCC AGREEMENT 

I,  ________________________________________________________ (Print Full Name),  agree to  

contribute my full-resolution photographic images to Kevin Cook’s Nonprofit Educational Library  

Programs, Lectures, Classes and Website to illustrate his presentations, when no admittance fee or  

ticket price is charged at the door. 

I understand that this is a non-exclusive, multi-use permission for which I will receive credit  

with each usage.  Photos I submit for Kevin Cook’s nonprofit educational use will not contain any  

Watermarks.  Rather they will be credited with each use, as indicated below: 

 

 ___  I want to retain copyright privileges and credit will take the form of my copyright written  

                       as entered in the copyright field of each photo’s metadata that I submit.       

               ___  Photos I upload to Kevin Cook’s website for his use I release into the public domain; I do  

                        not wish to retain copyright and will be credited with the phrase: “Photo Courtesy of My  

                        Full Name”, above.           

I retain the exclusive right to size, crop or tone any photos I submit.  I will upload full-resolution, final 

edit .jpg(s).  If Kevin Cook selects my photo for use and requires a different crop or edit, he will phone or 

email me at:  

                         _______________________________________________________________________ ,  

                         _______________________________________________________________________ , 

requesting me to make the change, with adequate time prior to publication.       

This permission extends to all non-sale publications, pamphlets and brochures. 

In the event that my photos are used for future nonprofit retail sales, such as greeting cards for Friends 

of the Library fund-raising: 

               ___ Consider my photos my contribution to the nonprofit fundraising event. 

               ___  I wish to be reimbursed 10% of the retail sales price for my images sold.  Use of photos 

                        for any other for-profit sales will be negotiated with the photographer. 

This concludes our agreement in its entirety.  It may be changed in the future upon written  agreement 

by both parties.                                                                                                 

                  _______________  Date 

______________________________________________________________ (Signed), Photographer               


